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Chapter 421: Legendary Gemstone 

 

After the battle, Liu Yan and the others briefly cleaned the battlefield and counted their gains. 

A pile of treasure chests was placed in front of Liu Yan and the others. There were 54 black iron treasure 

chests, 24 bronze treasure chests, eight silver treasure chests, three golden treasure chests, and a 

precious platinum treasure chest. It could be said to be a huge harvest. 

Liu Yan looked at the treasure chests in front of him and said, “We can bring the other treasure chests 

back to the territory first. We can open them after the battle is over. Now, let’s open this most precious 

platinum treasure chest. Let’s see if there is anything inside that can increase our strength and help us in 

the upcoming battles.” 

Liu Yan and the others had just killed the fourth wave of elite monsters. 

Behind them, there was still the fifth wave. Liu Yan and others also planned to declare war on the Red 

Star Empire team and the European Federation team. 

According to Liu Yan’s prediction, after the Land of Origin had successfully defeated the fifth wave of 

bosses, the other two teams would probably still be facing the third and fourth waves of monsters. 

It was also the best time for Liu Yan and the others to declare war on them. 

The Red Star Empire team and the European Federation team would have to face the powerful 

monsters. They would also have to face the invasion of the Land of Origin team at the same time. 

Naturally, it would be difficult for them to withstand it. 

“Okay. I wonder what kind of treasure is in this platinum treasure chest.” Xu Han could not help but say 

with anticipation. 

Liu Yan and the others were also somewhat curious and expectant. 

After all, the previous golden treasure chest had S-grade equipment or even S-grade treasures, and a 

bunch of other precious items. 

Wouldn’t this even rarer platinum treasure chest contain even better items? 

Following that, Liu Yan walked forward and opened the platinum treasure chest. 

The platinum light was extremely dazzling. 

As the light flickered, Liu Yan and the others could see the items within. 

The item within the platinum treasure chest was simple. There was only one gemstone that emitted a 

platinum light. It was extremely dazzling and precious. 

Other than that, there was a pile of Lord’s token fragments. There was nothing else. There were not 

even cultivation resources and consumable items. 



When Liu Yan opened the golden treasure chest, there were many other things. 

The only rare thing was the S-grade treasure, the Mysterious Fog Bead. 

Only extremely rare items like treasures would be like that. Perhaps they were too precious, so there 

would not be anything else in the treasure chest. 

Liu Yan looked at the information on the gemstone in front of him. 

[ Legendary Gemstone ] 

Grade: SS-grade 

Description: Contains a terrifying power. When attached to equipment, it can have a tremendous 

strengthening effect. Other than that, there are also some mysterious effects. 

When Liu Yan and the others saw the information on the Legendary Gemstone, they were instantly 

shocked. It was an SS-grade treasure! 

Liu Yan had also come into contact with SS-grade equipment before, so he was not surprised. 

Of course, Liu Yan obtained his SS-grade equipment after using Divine Extraction. 

In addition, treasures of the same grade were much more precious than weapons and equipment of the 

same grade. 

The one SS-grade weapon and one SS-grade equipment that Liu Yan had could not be compared to the 

SS-grade treasure in front of him. 

Liu Yan had at least seen an SS-grade weapon and equipment, but Murong Xue and the others had never 

seen an SS-grade treasure before. 

They had only seen an S-grade treasure before. 

The S-grade treasure, equipment, and weapon were already extremely precious, let alone an SS-grade 

treasure. 

“It’s an SS-grade treasure. It is too precious.” Murong Xue said in surprise. 

Xu Han nodded and said, “Look at this effect. The effect of this SS-grade Legendary Gemstone is to 

strengthen equipment. Other than that, there should be other effects. After all, it is an SS-grade 

treasure. It’s just that the other effects aren’t written in the introduction. We have to find it out.” 

Allen Smith also had a look of admiration on his face as he said, “After all, it’s an SS-grade treasure. I 

believe it will be strong.” 

At this time, the four of them were undoubtedly facing a problem. What should they do with this newly 

obtained SS-grade treasure? 

They did not know the other uses of the SS-grade Legendary Gemstone. Still, it could strengthen the 

equipment, which was good. It could give even better strengthening effects to already powerful 

equipment. It could increase their combat power. 



The four of them were all top-tier members of the Land of Origin team. One of them would get this SS-

grade treasure. The other team members would not have a chance. 

Still, they did not know to who they should give this SS-grade Legendary Gemstone. 

Murong Xue took the lead and said, “I’m the least useful in this battle. In addition, I am a tank. This SS-

grade Legendary Gemstone can only be used to its maximum effect when used for offense. Therefore, I 

don’t need it. I’ll take the good items in the golden treasure chests.” 

Murong Xue took the lead to express her stance. It also meant that she had withdrawn from the 

competition. She did not need this SS-grade Legendary Gemstone at all. 

Murong Xue knew clearly in her heart that it would be a waste to give this SS-grade Legendary 

Gemstone to her. She might as well give it to the others, especially Liu Yan. Only then would it be of the 

greatest use. 

Seeing this, Xu Han smiled and said, “My weapon is a staff, so I don’t need this kind of strengthening 

gemstone. It would be a waste to give it to me. I don’t need this SS-grade Legendary Gemstone. If there 

are any good items in the golden treasure chest, give them to me.” 

However, Allen Smith also continued, “I don’t need this SS-grade Legendary Gemstone. Give it to Liu 

Yan.” 

His simple words made his attitude clear. 

Immediately, the three of them withdrew from the competition. They did not need this Legendary 

Gemstone. Only Liu Yan was left. 

Liu Yan was surprised when he saw this scene. He did not expect the three of them would be willing to 

give up such a precious SS-grade treasure, Legendary Gemstone, and withdraw from the competition. 

Xu Han saw that Liu Yan was a little surprised. He smiled and said, “Liu Yan, why are you still hesitating? 

Among the four of us, you are the strongest. Only you could utilize the maximum use of this Legendary 

Gemstone. In addition, you are also the team leader. You have played a crucial role during this battle 

against the fourth wave of elite monsters. You deserve to receive this Legendary Gemstone!” 

Allen Smith nodded and said, “Liu Yan, it is indeed most suitable for you to use this Legendary 

Gemstone.” 

Murong Xue also urged him, “Do you want it? You don’t have to give it to me. I don’t even want it!” 

Liu Yan saw that the three of them sincerely wanted to give this Legendary Gemstone to him, so he no 

longer hesitated. 

In fact, Liu Yan knew that only if he used Legendary Gemstone could it be of the greatest use. 

Liu Yan understood this was a rare and precious SS-grade treasure, so he did not immediately express 

his desire. 

And now that the three of them had agreed to give him Legendary Gemstone, Liu Yan no longer refused. 



“Alright, then I’ll take it. You guys will get the equipment and treasures in the golden treasure chests 

first.” Liu Yan said as he put away Legendary Gemstone. 

Chapter 422: The Core of Enchanted Puppet 

 

Liu Yan accepted the SS-grade Legendary Gemstone and placed the rest of the treasure chests into his 

storage ring. 

Apart from the platinum treasure chest, he had also obtained three golden treasure chests and a pile of 

other treasure chests. 

Based on his experience, these three golden treasure chests should have three S-grade equipment, 

weapons, or treasures. Liu Yan could give them to Murong Xue and others. 

In reality, Liu Yan did not care about the items in the golden treasure chest. 

Liu Yan wore a Turin Assassin Set, which was an A-grade set. The rest of his equipment, weapons, and 

treasures were all at the lowest S-grade. 

The A-grade Turin Assassin Set was a set, so its actual effects would not lose out to ordinary S-grade 

equipment. 

At this moment, the Will of Tower made an announcement. 

[ The Land of Origin team has killed an elite monster for the first time! ] 

[ Currently, the Land of Origin team has 6,312 Lord’s token fragments. They are ranked first! ] 

Liu Yan and the others were a little surprised when they heard the announcement from the Will of the 

Tower. They had already killed the elite monsters a long time ago. Why was there so much delay in the 

announcement? 

Liu Yan glanced at the opened platinum treasure chest. He immediately guessed that the announcement 

must be related to the opening of the platinum treasure chest. 

Based on the announcement from the Will of Tower, Liu Yan could roughly guess that the platinum 

treasure chest had several hundred Lord’s token fragments. In addition to the yield back at the territory, 

the Land of Origin team had more than 6,000 Lord’s token fragments. They were already more than 

halfway to the goal of 10,000 fragments. 

At the same time, Liu Yan also knew that the notification from the Will of Tower was likely to alert the 

other forces. It seemed like they had to act quickly. 

However, there was one thing that Liu Yan found funny. The announcement from the Will of Tower was 

likely to cause the other territories to misunderstand. They would think that Liu Yan and the others had 

just killed an elite monster when they faced the fourth wave of monsters. 

In fact, Liu Yan and the others had killed all the elite monsters in the fourth wave. The announcement 

from the Will of Tower was delayed. 



“It seems that we have to continue moving quickly. We really can’t rest for even a moment.” Murong 

Xue smiled helplessly. 

“I wonder what’s going on in the fire attribute territory.” Xu Han also said. 

Liu Yan looked at some of the enchanted puppets remaining in the distance. He said, “The three of you 

can sit on Undying Phoenix and return to the territory first. If they need help back in the territory, 

quickly finish off the remaining third wave of monsters. After that, you can rest for a while. We will kill 

the boss together. I’ll go and take a look at the enchanted puppets.” 

When Xu Han and the others heard that, they glanced over there. There were only some enchanted 

puppet’s remains left. It was likely that none of them would survive. 

The three of them did not say anything more and agreed. They boarded Undying Fire Phoenix and left, 

returning to the fire attribute territory. 

After they left, Liu Yan came before the enchanted puppet. 

At this time, the ten red enchanted puppets were in pieces. 

At that time, the situation was urgent. Liu Yan could only sacrifice these enchanted puppets in exchange 

for time and space. It allowed him to kill his way out to the rear of the elite monsters and find the Green 

Cloud Beast. 

Liu Yan had succeeded, so naturally, these enchanted puppets were dead. 

After all, these red tier 2 combat enchanted puppets were only around level 45. They were weaker than 

the elite monsters. 

They could not even defeat the elite monsters in a one-on-one fight, let alone the powerful and 

numerous elite monsters. 

These enchanted puppets desperately carried out Liu Yan’s orders and used their lives to block the elite 

monsters. Otherwise, it would be impossible to block the elite monsters. 

Liu Yan squatted down and caressed the remains of these enchanted puppets. He said slowly, “It’s been 

hard on all of you this time. Thank you for everything you’ve done for me.” 

Although theoretically speaking, these enchanted puppets did not have life or souls. They were created 

by Liu Yan. Hence, he had an attachment to these puppets. These enchanted puppets had sacrificed so 

much for him. He felt sorry for these enchanted puppets. 

After that, Liu Yan cleaned up the remaining origin stones. After these origin stones were recovered, 

they could be used to make enchanted puppets again. As for the remaining materials, they could not be 

used again. They were all torn into pieces by the elite monsters. One could imagine how terrible the 

battle was at that time. 

After cleaning up, Liu Yan was ready to get up and leave. Just as he was about to leave, he saw a red 

light emitting from the remains. 

Seeing this, Liu Yan was a little puzzled and walked over. 



After pulling apart some fragments, Liu Yan found that the core of an enchanted puppet was still 

emitting red light. 

Although the light was weak, it was still shining. 

Seeing this, Liu Yan was puzzled. 

The cores of the other enchanted puppets were all damaged and dead. 

This core was damaged. It was only half of the core of an enchanted puppet. It should be completely 

dead. There was no energy supply, so it should not be emitting any light. Why was it still emitting red 

light now? 

Liu Yan carefully picked it up and carefully observed it. He was surprised to find that the remaining half 

of the enchanted puppet’s core seemed alive. He immediately felt that it was magical. 

“It’s still alive? How tenacious is its vitality?” Liu Yan could not help but feel a little shocked. 

Liu Yan then looked at the other enchanted puppet’s cores around him. Logically, as long as the 

enchanted puppet’s core was slightly damaged, it would completely die. 

Some of the other enchanted puppet cores were not even as severely damaged as the one in Liu Yan’s 

hand, but they were completely dead. They had lost all their light and were dim. 

However, the core of the enchanted puppet in Liu Yan’s hand was only half of it, yet it was still alive. 

Perhaps it was fate. 

Since this core was so tenacious and could survive under such circumstances, Liu Yan naturally would 

not give it up. 

Liu Yan hurriedly opened his storage ring, found a pile of materials, and began to repair it. 

At this time, Liu Yan did not have so much time to re-forge a body of an enchanted puppet for the half-

core of the enchanted puppet. 

However, it was still possible to use various materials to repair the core of the enchanted puppet. 

With the forging of various rare materials, the half-core of the enchanted puppet was quickly repaired. 

However, the repaired core of the enchanted puppet was still relatively dim due to its earlier injuries 

and damage. Its light could not compare to the newly made core of the enchanted puppet. 

“It’s all up to you now.” Liu Yan said as he carefully put the core of the enchanted puppet into his 

storage ring. 

There was only so much Liu Yan could do. The rest would depend on how tenacious and lucky the core 

of the enchanted puppet was. 

Chapter 423: Rise of the Team Morale 

 

Within the fire attribute territory. 



The Land of Origin team was currently engaged in a fierce battle with the monsters of the third wave. 

The monsters of the third wave were much stronger than the previous two waves. At the same time, 

their number had also increased explosively. 

Even though the Land of Origin team had the help of 20 white enchanted puppets, they were still under 

a lot of pressure. 

Fortunately, the ordinary members of the Land of Origin team had greatly improved their strength 

through the high-grade cultivation resources and consumables they had obtained. Otherwise, they 

would not have been able to hold on for so long. 

Now, the Land of Origin team could hold on against the third wave of elite monsters. It was just that 

there was some pressure and the speed of clearing the monsters was a little slow. 

It was also the biggest battle the Land of Origin team had experienced since they entered the Tower. 

Previously, they benefited greatly from Liu Yan’s tactics and decisions. They had not fought much and 

had not experienced much hardship. 

At this moment, the Land of Origin team encountered an unprecedented large-scale battle. Their 

offense was obstructed, and they slowed down their offense. They turned to defense and slowly cleared 

the third wave of monsters. They could no longer clear the monsters as quickly as before. 

In addition, their captain, Liu Yan, and a few top experts were not present. For a time, the ordinary 

members did not have much confidence, and their morale was low. The entire Land of Origin team was 

filled with a gloomy atmosphere. 

However, the announcement of the Will of the Tower spread throughout the world. 

The members heard it clearly. 

The content of the announcement was that Liu Yan and the others had successfully killed the elite 

monsters. 

They learned that their captain and the top team members had killed the fourth wave of elite monsters. 

The members were all extremely surprised. 

Although they had witnessed the monstrous strength of Liu Yan and the others, the fourth wave of elite 

monsters was powerful. The number of elite monsters in the fourth wave was not as many as in the first 

three waves, but it was still a lot. 

In addition, the overall combat strength of the elite monsters was terrifying. 

After all, the fourth wave of elite monsters was supposed to be faced by the entire team. Naturally, 

these elite monsters were immensely strong. 

And now, Liu Yan and the others had successfully dealt with the fourth wave of elite monsters their 

entire team had to face. 

The members of the Land of Origin team felt incredulous. 



“How did Captain Liu and the others do it?” 

“This is a wave of powerful elite monsters. Did they kill them with just a few people?” 

“Captain and the others have finished the fourth wave of elite monsters. So many of us are facing the 

third wave of ordinary monsters with such difficulty.” 

“We’ve let Captain Liu and the others down. We have to pull ourselves together.” 

“Yeah, Captain Liu and the others had done the difficult part. We can’t waste time here and affect the 

plan.” 

“Brothers, hurry up and work harder. Captain Liu has already done so much for us. We can’t let him 

down.” 

“We can’t let Captain Liu down!” 

… 

Instantly, the gloomy mood of all the ordinary members of the Land of Origin team was swept away. All 

of them cheered up once again. 

The Land of Origin team was cheered up. Under the effort of all the members, their overall combat 

strength suddenly underwent a qualitative change. 

Initially, they could only defend themselves after being suppressed by the third wave of monsters. At 

this time, they started to attack again. 

They slaughtered a large number of monsters. 

At the same time, the earth attribute territory on the other side. 

The Red Star Empire team had adopted a defensive battle plan. Their experts did not participate in the 

battle, so their overall situation was undoubtedly more passive. 

Although they could defend against the monsters, their killing speed was relatively slow. 

At this moment, the Red Star Empire team had just finished the second wave of monsters, and they 

were immediately facing the third wave of monsters. 

No experts were participating in the battle, and the overall combat strength of the team was relatively 

average. They killed the monsters at a slower speed. 

In addition, they had adopted a defensive battle plan, using the advantageous terrain to defend. 

The monsters were unable to launch a big attack. While the Red Star Empire team was under less 

pressure, they could not launch big attacks on the monsters. Hence, their speed would naturally be 

slower. 

Under such circumstances, before the Red Star Empire team had finished dealing with the second wave 

of monsters, the third wave of monsters had already spawned. 



At this moment, they had just finished dealing with the second wave of monsters. They were already 

facing the third wave of monsters without stopping. 

Up until now, members of the Red Star Empire team were exhausted, and their combat strength had 

decreased. 

With the third wave of monsters, the monsters’ strength and numbers had risen to a new level. 

At this moment, members of the Red Star Empire team were undoubtedly under a lot of pressure. 

When the captain of the Red Star Empire team, Ye Yifan, noticed this situation. He frowned annoyingly. 

Initially, he had planned to bring his experts out of the territory through a special method to kill the elite 

monsters ahead of time. He wanted to obtain more rewards for his team during this monster riot. He 

was desperate to catch up with the other two major forces. 

After all, the Red Star Empire team was lagging behind the other two forces in terms of overall combat 

strength and the number of Lord’s token fragments. 

This monster riot was the only remaining opportunity for the Red Star Empire team. 

However, the pressure on the ordinary members was so great that Ye Yifan suddenly realized that his 

battle plan was not ideal. He had also neglected that there were too many monsters, causing the 

ordinary members to be too tired. It was likely that they would not be able to hold on for much longer. 

As a result, Ye Yifan was naturally unable to lead the experts in the team to battle. 

If the ordinary members could no longer hold on, they would be eliminated. 

Not only would they not be able to obtain the rewards and advance, but they would also even lose the 

opportunity to advance to third place. 

Helpless, Ye Yifan could only seek stability and temporarily changed his battle plan. He allowed these 

experts to join in the battle against the monsters, helping the ordinary members relieve the pressure. 

At this moment, Ye Yifan was undoubtedly regretting his tactic. He would not have let his team 

members fight so hard if he had known his tactic would fail. He should have allowed the expert 

members to join the battle from the beginning. Perhaps the situation would be much better now. 

However, Ye Yifan could not do anything else now. 

Now that things had come to this, Ye Yifan could only pray that the other two factions were not going 

too well. 

He no longer sought to catch up with the other two forces in this monster riot. He would be grateful if 

his team were not too far behind. 

However, the Will of Tower suddenly sounded again. 

Chapter 424: Last Chance 

 



The Will of Tower’s announcement resounded throughout the world. 

Ye Yifan and the other members of the Red Star Empire team heard it clearly. 

After learning that the Land of Origin team had completed the first kill of elite monsters and that the 

Lord’s token fragment had suddenly grown so much. It was obvious that a high-grade treasure chest had 

been opened. 

The expression of Ye Yifan became gloomy. 

The battle between the Red Star Empire team of the earth attribute territory had not been smooth. In 

fact, the situation had become worse. 

This time, the Red Star Empire team had little to gain from the monster riot. 

However, the Land of Origin team progressed so smoothly. The fact that they had gained so much was 

undoubtedly bad news for the Red Star Empire team. 

As a result, the gap between the Land of Origin team and the Red Star Empire team had undoubtedly 

widened. The Red Star Empire team had a slimmer chance to win now. 

The members of the Red Star Empire immediately began to discuss animatedly. 

“How did the Land of Origin team do it?” 

“We’ve only just begun to face the third wave of ordinary monsters, and they’ve already completed the 

first kill of the elite monsters. They are way ahead of us.” 

“Sigh, now our team has an even slimmer chance.” 

“The Land of Origin team is annoyingly strong.” 

“It’s normal if you think about it carefully. We’ve been defending all this time, and our speed is slow. It’s 

also normal for them to be faster.” 

… 

Members of the Red Star Empire team discussed it amongst themselves. Their expressions were not 

looking too good. 

This information that the Will of Tower had reported was bad news to them. It had even further 

damaged their confidence. 

Ye Yifan’s heart was also filled with extreme despair. 

However, Ye Yifan knew that other team members could lose their confidence in this situation. As the 

team captain, he could not lose his confidence. 

If he also lost his confidence, the morale of his team would be affected, and there would be no chance 

for them at all. 

Although the chance now was extremely slim, there was at least a glimmer of hope. 



After thinking for a moment, Ye Yifan shouted at the team members, “Team members, this is all my 

responsibility. It was my mistake in making the decision. It has nothing to do with you guys. Your 

strength is not weak at all. We are unlucky, and my decision has worsened the situation.” 

When the team members heard their captain Ye Yifan’s shout, they slightly comforted their depressed 

state of mind and eased their doubts about themselves. 

However, this was far from enough. 

Ye Yifan continued, “But everyone, we haven’t failed yet. We have flaws in our tactic, and the situation 

is disadvantageous to us. However, it doesn’t mean that we don’t have a chance. Don’t forget that all of 

you are the bests among all students of the Red Star Empire this year. All of you are geniuses. All of you 

are not weaker than the members of the Land of Origin team at all. In fact, in my opinion, all of you are 

completely stronger than them!” 

“Right now, the Land of Origin team is only killing the elite monsters a little faster than we are. They are 

only one step ahead of us. They have more Lord’s token fragments than we do. However, after we kill 

the third wave of normal monsters, we will be able to kill the fourth wave of monsters. We might even 

have a chance to catch up with the boss when it spawns. By then, if we can snatch the boss-killing 

reward, we will be able to overtake them in one fell swoop. The final boss-killing reward is the biggest 

gain from this monster riot.” 

“No matter how far behind we were before, no matter how big our current disadvantage is, we still have 

one last chance. The last chance of the boss. As long as we seize it now, we can catch up!” 

… 

When members of the Red Star Empire team heard Captain Ye Yifan’s analysis, they were motivated. 

However, after listening to it and thinking for a while, they all felt it made sense. 

According to the rules of the monster riot, the guardian beasts of every attribute territory would be 

attacked by the monsters. 

And each territory would have to face five waves of monsters. 

The first three waves were the ordinary monsters, which would be strengthened progressively. The 

fourth wave would be a certain number of elite monsters. The last wave would be a boss. 

The monsters that every territory would face in the first four waves were the same in strength. 

Occasionally, there would be a small difference. The impact would not be big. 

However, in the fifth wave, the bosses were all the same. 

In other words, there would only be one boss in each of the five territories. 

In the end, only one party would be able to obtain the rewards of killing the boss. 

And the rewards of killing the boss were undoubtedly huge. It was also the greatest treasure in this 

monster riot. 

They would be the biggest winner if they could obtain the final boss-killing reward of this monster riot. 



Although the Land of Origin team had a huge lead, if the Red Star Empire team could catch up and kill 

the boss in the end, they would be able to turn the tide in one fell swoop. 

No matter how great the advantage the Land of Origin team had, the Red Star Empire could turn the 

tide if they killed the boss first. 

Although the progress of the Land of Origin was much faster than theirs, it was only one wave. They had 

only killed the elite monsters. 

The elite monsters of the fourth wave were not weak at all. It would naturally take some time for the 

Land of Origin team to finish them completely. 

The final boss was also extremely powerful. After the Land of Origin team finished off the elite monsters, 

they would be exhausted. They would not be able to form a strong offensive against the final boss. They 

would need some time to finish off the boss. 

If the Red Star Empire team could kill the boss, they would have a chance. 

If they arrived late, it would be even more advantageous. 

After all, the powerful strength of the boss would help them to exhaust the strength of the Land of 

Origin team. 

When the Red Star Empire team arrived, they would be able to enjoy the fruits of their labor. They 

would be able to kill the boss in one fell swoop and obtain the final boss reward. They would then be 

able to turn the tables and catch up with the representative team from the land of origin. 

The members of the Red Star Empire team gradually came to their senses. 

“Yeah, there’s still one last chance.” 

“So what if the Land of Origin team is progressing fast? That doesn’t mean they will obtain the boss-

killing reward.” 

“Yeah, the final boss reward is the most important thing in this monster riot. Nothing else matters.” 

“So what if the Land of Origin team killed the elite monsters first? There’s no reward. They’re just 

informing us. We can also kill the elite monsters later.” 

“That’s right. So what if they attack the boss next? Can they kill it in a short period?” 

“Haha, we’ll sit back and enjoy the fruits of their labor.” 

… 

The members of the Red Star Empire team discussed this among themselves. They gradually saw hope, 

and their mood became better. 

Chapter 425: Falling Behind 

 

Ye Yifan saw that his team members were gradually getting better, and he was gradually relieved. 



In reality, Ye Yifan knew in his heart that what he said just now was indeed reasonable. 

In theory, their Red Star Empire team indeed had another chance. 

But Ye Yifan also knew this last chance was difficult. 

After all, the Land of Origin team was able to deal with the first four waves of monsters. Naturally, they 

would be able to rest and recover their combat strength first. 

On the other hand, the Red Star Empire team would have no time to catch their breath due to their slow 

progress. 

On the other hand, the Red Star Empire team had already dealt with four waves of monsters 

consecutively. Their stamina and energy had been greatly depleted. Their combat strength would 

greatly reduce too. 

The Red Star Empire team would undoubtedly have a slim chance of competing with the Land of Origin 

team, who had been fully conserving their energy. 

However, Ye Yifan naturally would not tell his team members, so it would not affect the team’s morale. 

Now, he could only take things one step at a time. Ye Yifan had no other choice. He could only see if he 

could join forces with the European Federation team to fight against the Land of Origin team. 

If the European Federation team was willing to join forces with them to deal with the Land of Origin 

team, there might still be a chance. 

Following that, Ye Yifan also found his trusted aides and had them secretly communicate with the 

European Federation team. They were heading to the water attribute territory to see if the European 

Federation team could put aside the disputes and grudges between them. They would deal with the 

Land of Origin team together. 

Furthermore, ye Yifan joined the battle to help his ordinary members relieve the pressure and speed up 

the speed of killing the third wave of ordinary monsters. They would strive to narrow the gap between 

them and the Land of Origin team. 

They were lagging by more than half a wave of monsters. If they worked hard, they might not be able to 

catch up, but it was still possible to narrow the gap. There might be a chance. 

However, Ye Yifan and the other members of the Red Star Empire team did not know the Will of Tower 

had delayed the announcement. 

The announcement was that the Land of Origin team had completed the first kill of the elite monsters. 

However, Liu Yan and the others had already cleared the fourth wave of elite monsters. 

One had killed an elite monster, while the other had killed all the fourth wave of elite monsters. There 

was still a huge gap between the two. 

The progress of the Red Star Empire team was not half behind the progress of the Land of Origin team. 

They were almost two waves behind the progress of the monsters. The gap was huge. 

At the same time, in the water attribute territory on the other side. 



The European Federation team was currently fighting the third wave of ordinary monsters. 

The situation of the European Federation team was much better. 

After all, the European Federation team had not lost much of its strength. Their combat strength was 

still there. 

Moreover, the European Federation team did not only let the ordinary members defend themselves. 

Instead, all the members defended together. Naturally, the pressure of the battle was much less. 

However, the European Federation team also adopted a strategy of surrounding the guardian beasts 

and focusing on defense. Therefore, the speed of killing the monsters was not very fast. 

At this moment, the European Federation team had only killed a small part of the third wave of 

monsters. Their progress was slightly faster than the Red Star Empire team, but it was still far from being 

comparable to the progress of the Land of Origin team. 

At this moment, the announcement of the Will of Tower resounded throughout the world. 

When members of the European Federation team heard the announcement, they learned that the Land 

of Origin team had completed the first kill of the elite monsters. They were all extremely surprised. 

“What’s going on? How could the Land of Origin team progress so quickly?” 

“It shouldn’t be. Our team isn’t weak at all. With all the members participating in battle, our speed 

shouldn’t be slower than theirs. Why are we so much slower than them?” 

“They’ve completed the first kill of the elite monsters, which means they started the fourth wave of elite 

monsters. They are half a wave faster than us.” 

“How did the Land of Origin team do it?” 

“Doesn’t that mean they can kill the fourth wave of elite monsters before us and face the final boss 

first?” 

“The Land of Origin team is already so much ahead of us. If we let them get the biggest reward of this 

monster riot and the final boss reward, we won’t have a chance at all.” 

… 

Members of the European Federation team were discussing animatedly. They were all surprised by this 

situation. They had never thought the Land of Origin team would progress faster than them. 

Hans Wilson frowned slightly. He did not understand the situation either. 

Logically speaking, the strength of the European Federation team should not be weaker than the Land of 

Origin team. Their speed should be faster than theirs. 

How did the European Federation team fall so far fall behind? 

“How strange. How did the Land of Origin team do it?” Hans Wilson muttered in confusion. 



The vice-captain, Derek Dole, was also puzzled. However, when Derek Dole looked at the battle between 

their team and the monsters, he suddenly thought of something. 

“I know!” Derek Dole suddenly said, “Although our team’s strength is not bad, we are only defending. 

Although our members will be more relaxed and stable, our killing speed will also be much slower. The 

Land of Origin team must be attacking with all their strength, which is why they are faster than us!” 

When Hans Wilson heard this, he looked at the situation in front of him. It was as he had expected. 

The members of his team had indeed become much more relaxed. They were currently fighting, but 

some quite many members needed to attack a little. It was enough to deal with the monsters in front of 

them. They could kill the monsters while resting. 

This way, their team members had become much more relaxed, but their strength had not been fully 

displayed. 

Hence, their killing speed was much slower. 

Hans Wilson immediately cursed himself for being stupid. Why didn’t he think of this? 

The mission was to defend against the monster riot, but they did not have to defend only! They could 

also attack as long as they could ensure that nothing happened to the guardian beast. 

The speed of attacking and killing the monsters would naturally be much faster than the speed of 

defending. 

After understanding this point, Hans Wilson quickly explained the situation to his team members with a 

face full of guilt. 

Finally, Hans Wilson said guiltily, “Members, this is all my fault. It was my mistake in commanding that 

caused us to fall behind. However, I hope that all of you know that it’s not that your strength is inferior 

to others. It’s a decision-making problem. Now, I believe that all of you will be able to catch up with the 

Land of Origin team. I believe that our team’s strength is stronger than theirs. What do you think?” 

Chapter 426: So Ordinary 

 

When members of the European Federation team heard the words of their captain, Hans Wilson, their 

thoughts gradually changed. 

The European Federation team had always been a powerful force among the five continents of the Blue 

Planet. 

And these members were the cream of the crop among the current batch of students from the 

European Federation. They were the elites among the elites. 

Of course, these players were full of pride. They even looked down on the other team members. Their 

pride was nurtured since they were growing up in a competitive environment. 

The repeated defeats on the fifth level of the Tower undoubtedly made them doubt themselves. 



However, after hearing the words of their captain, Hans Wilson, they gradually came to their senses. 

They had always adopted a defensive battle plan, while the Land of Origin team had adopted an 

offensive battle plan. Naturally, they would be able to kill the monsters faster than them. 

It was not their problem. It was just a matter of decision-making. 

They were powerful. They were only half a wave behind the Land of Origin team. If they worked hard to 

catch up, they would have a chance. 

“Looks like it’s not our problem. We still have a chance.” 

“Yeah, it’s just a disadvantage now. We’re just a little behind. It’s not like we’ve lost. We still have a 

chance.” 

“Our strength is definitely stronger than the Land of Origin team. If we work hard to catch up, we have a 

chance.” 

“Captain, we don’t blame you. We didn’t expect to be able to take the initiative to attack when faced 

with a monster riot.” 

“The Land of Origin is too smart. We didn’t expect this.” 

“We still have a chance. Let’s hurry up and attack to catch up with the Land of Origin team!” 

… 

Members of the European Federation team suddenly regained their confidence. 

Hans Wilson also gave the order to change the battle plan. 

From a battle plan focused on protecting the guardian beast, he changed it to a radical one that took the 

initiative to attack. 

With the change in the battle plan, coupled with the confidence and good mentality of the team 

members, the European Federation team’s morale had changed. They suppressed the third wave of 

ordinary monsters. They continued to attack and quickly killed the third wave of monsters. 

When Hans Wilson saw this scene, he was instantly relieved. 

Although the Lord’s token fragment was far behind the Land of Origin team, they could turn the tables if 

they killed the boss first. 

As for the progress, they were not so far behind the Land of Origin team. 

The team members had strong combat strength, so they could change their battle plan. Previously, they 

carried out defensive-oriented, conservative battle tactics. Hence, they retained a lot of combat 

strength. They believed they would stand a chance to catch up to the Land of Origin team. 

However, Hans Wilson and members of the European Federation team did not know they had a 

misunderstanding due to the delay in the announcement of the Will of Tower. 



The Land of Origin team did not just start killing the fourth wave of monsters. Instead, they had already 

killed all the elite monsters in the fourth wave. They had also killed more than half of the ordinary 

monsters in the third wave. There were not many of them left. Therefore, they would be ready to face 

the final boss in a while. 

The Land of Origin team was not half a wave ahead of them. In fact, they were one and a half waves 

ahead of them. 

However, Hans Wilson and the others did not know about this. 

At the same time, in the wood attribute territory. He Yang and the members of the Pan-ocean 

Community team had just killed all the monsters in the second wave and began to kill the monsters in 

the third wave. 

Initially, they were still under a lot of pressure when they faced this large number of monsters. 

However, with the support of Liu Yan’s orange enchanted puppet, they had eased up a lot. 

They were still in a bad situation. They could still hold on and defend for the time being. 

At this moment, He Yang and the members of the Pan-ocean Community team heard the 

announcement from the Will of Tower. They learned that Liu Yan had killed the fourth wave of elite 

monsters. They were all surprised. 

“I didn’t expect Liu Yan’s team to be so powerful. We’ve just started killing the third wave of monsters, 

but they’ve already killed the elite monsters.” 

“They’re one wave ahead of us in speed. Is the Land of Origin team so powerful?” 

“It’s probably because of the help of Liu Yan’s enchanted puppet. Their strength should be about the 

same as ours.” 

“That’s right. Their strength is just so-so. It’s all because of Liu Yan’s strength.” 

“It must be because of captain Liu Yan. I don’t believe that the ordinary members of the Land of Origin 

team are stronger than us.” 

“Moreover, a few of our experts are still here.” 

“They are really lucky to have a captain like Liu Yan!” 

… 

The members of the Pan-ocean Community team discussed animatedly. They thought the excellent 

progress of the Land of Origin team was because of Liu Yan. It had nothing to do with the ordinary 

members. 

At this moment, the members of the Pan-ocean Community team were like fans of Liu Yan. They were 

Liu Yan’s prisoners of war and had many conflicts before. They did not have a good impression of him, 

not to mention hatred. However, their attitude had changed at this moment. They admired Liu Yan very 

much. 



He Yang could not help but feel the same way at this moment. He also felt a little ashamed. 

Although He Yang was also a genius among the geniuses in the Pan-ocean Community team, he was also 

extremely eye-catching. Otherwise, he would not have been able to become the team captain. 

However, after coming to the fifth level of the Tower and meeting this monster-like Liu Yan, He Yang 

suddenly felt that he was just like that. He was just so ordinary. 

Compared to Liu Yan, He Yang was indeed more ordinary. 

He Yang, who had always been proud and arrogant, suffered a blow after losing to Liu Yan. 

After coming into contact with Liu Yan, He Yang gradually discovered that Liu Yan was terrifying and 

powerful in all aspects. 

As He Yang admired Liu Yan more and more, he gradually began to have doubts about himself. He felt 

that he was becoming more and more ordinary as if he was not a talented genius. 

Just like before, even though they had Liu Yan’s support, the Pan-ocean Community team was still under 

a lot of pressure when they faced the third wave of monsters. 

As the team leader, He Yang had no way to resolve the situation in front of him. He alone did not have 

enough influence to influence the entire battlefield. 

He Yang could not help but sigh. He decided to train harder after the trial on the fifth level of the Tower. 

Not to mention catching up to Liu Yan, he had to narrow the gap between his team and Liu Yan’s team. 

They could not be too far behind. 

Chapter 427: A Pile of ‘Treasures’ 

 

Metal attribute territory. 

Jin Cheng led the members of the New Continent team to fight against the third wave of monsters. 

The strength of the New Continent team was not bad. Although they were slightly inferior to the 

Crimson Star Empire and the European Federation, they were not weak either. 

Moreover, the metal-attribute territory was good at defense. Their guardian beast, Golden Tiger, was 

good at fighting on the ground. It was an invincible existence against the third wave of ordinary 

monsters. 

Golden Tiger’s physical strength was too strong. The third wave of ordinary monsters could not even 

deal any damage to Golden Tiger. 

In addition, the New Continent team also had 20 white tier 2 combat enchanted puppets that Liu Yan 

gave them. Their strength was even stronger. 

At this time, the New Continent team did not have much pressure to deal with the third wave of 

ordinary monsters. 



The only problem was that the defensive formation was a little slow in dealing with the monsters. 

At this time, Jin Cheng and his team members team were fighting. Suddenly, they heard the voice of the 

Will of Tower. They learned that the Land of Origin team had completed the first kill of the elite 

monsters. 

When Jin Cheng heard this, he was shocked. 

He did not expect the progress of the Land of Origin team to be so fast. 

Jin Cheng quickly guessed Liu Yan’s intention. 

Clearing the monsters so quickly meant they were determined to win the fifth wave of the boss reward. 

Jin Cheng shook his head slightly. He was not very optimistic. 

Even if the Land of Origin team was fast, they were only half a wave ahead. This lead was not enough. 

The Land of Origin team might have a chance to fight the boss first. However, they would have wasted 

their efforts if they could not finish the boss before the other two forces arrived. 

Overall, the progress of the Land of Origin team was already fast, but it was still not fast enough. 

On the contrary, it consumed most of the team members’ stamina. When the Land of Origin team 

fought for the boss-killing reward together, they would expend even more stamina because they rushed 

their progress. Hence, they might not be able to compete with the other two forces. 

Jin Cheng was clear that the temporary lead was not important. Only the final victory was the most 

important. 

The Land of Origin team had a huge lead. They already had over 6,000 Lord’s token fragments. However, 

it was still not enough. 

The final outcome was still unknown. 

When the New Continent team learned of the situation, they were surprised. 

“I didn’t expect the Land of Origin team to complete the first kill of the elite monster so quickly.” 

“It must be Liu Yan. He must have used a lot of enchanted puppets to do so.” 

“Yeah, Liu Yan gave us 20 enchanted puppets. There must be more enchanted puppets supporting his 

team.” 

“The Land of Origin team is quite strong. With the help of so many enchanted puppets, it’s normal for 

them to complete the first kill of the elite monster at this time.” 

“Captain Liu Yan’s enchanted puppet is too powerful and easy to use.” 

“Yeah, it keeps fighting and never stops. It’s definitely a war machine.” 

“It’s only half a wave of monsters faster than us. Its speed is still good.” 

… 



The members of the New Continent team discussed animatedly. They all agreed that the Land of Origin 

team could progress so quickly because they used many enchanted puppets. 

However, they did not know that the strength and number of enchanted puppets used by the Land of 

Origin team were the same as theirs. Moreover, the Land of Origin team was not just killing the fourth 

wave of elite monsters. Instead, they had already cleared the elite monsters. 

Following that, Jin Cheng led the members of the New Continent team to continue clearing the 

monsters. 

The pressure on the New Continent team was relatively small. After all, they had Liu Yan’s help, 

favorable terrain, and the guardian beast, the Golden Tiger. 

Due to many factors, the pressure on the New Continent team to face the monster riot was much less. 

Seeing that the situation was almost over, Jin Cheng led a small team and began to counterattack, 

speeding up the speed of clearing the monsters. 

Meanwhile, Liu Yan, who led his team to achieve the first kill of elite monsters, caused an uproar in the 

five territories. He was currently wandering in the battlefield ruins outside the fire attribute territory. 

Liu Yan had finished dealing with the special red combat enchanted puppet and put it back into the 

spatial ring after it was repaired. 

As for whether it could be restored, it would depend on the luck of the special half-core. Liu Yan had 

already done everything he could. 

Liu Yan asked Xu Han and the others to leave first. He stayed here for many reasons. 

Firstly, he wanted Xu Han and the others to return to the fire attribute territory to support the Land of 

Origin team. 

The second reason was also because of the remains of the enchanted puppets. 

Although these enchanted puppets were lifeless and did not have intelligence, they were created by Liu 

Yan. They were smashed into pieces for Liu Yan. It was tragic. 

Liu Yan had to clean up these fragments and carry out a simple burial. 

And the last reason was the main reason why Liu Yan stayed. 

The harvest over there! 

The strength of the elite monsters on the ground was an extremely huge fortune for Liu Yan, waiting for 

him to harvest it. 

There were other people around just now, so it was inconvenient for Liu Yan to use his SSS-grade talent, 

Divine Extraction. He had to keep this skill a secret. 

Xu Han and Alan Smith were both trustworthy. Murong Xue naturally didn’t need to be mentioned. They 

were on the same side, and he had slept with her. 



However, this SSS-grade talent, Divine Extraction, was too unbelievable and powerful. Liu Yan had no 

choice but to be more cautious. He couldn’t leak it out to anyone. 

At this moment, there was no one else around. Liu Yan could safely use Divine Extraction. 

The elite monsters on the ground were all elite monsters with average combat strength above level 50. 

They were powerful. 

The corpses of any of these elite monsters could bring Liu Yan a good harvest. 

Not to mention the corpses of hundreds of elite monsters. They were a huge treasure trove! 

The awakened ones might not be worth mentioning these corpses. After all, they did not even have the 

origin stone that the fierce beast possessed. They were indeed worthless. However, they were valuable 

to Liu Yan. 

Soon after, the impatient Liu Yan arrived in front of the elite monster corpses and continuously used 

Divine Extraction. 

The milky white light continuously landed on the corpses of the elite monsters, notifications kept 

appearing in front of Liu Yan. 

Chapter 428: Terrifying Upgrade 

 

Outside the fire attribute territory. 

Liu Yan kept wandering in front of the corpses of the elite monsters. 

Strange milky-white light kept falling on the corpses of the elite monsters, and notifications kept 

appearing in front of Liu Yan. 

[ Divine Extraction of Green Demon (potential A-grade, level 48) successful. Congratulations: combat 

experience 3,000, strength 782, vitality 982, Power of the Earth (S-grade) + 5%! ] 

[ Divine Extraction of Dark Cloud Monster (potential B-grade, level 53) successful. Congratulations: 

combat experience 2,800, spirit + 345, adaptability + 245, Poison Control (B grade) + 50%! ] 

[ Divine Extraction of Vine Monster (potential S-grade, level 41) successful. Congratulations: combat 

experience 3,500, strength + 890, agility + 645, Sonic Speed (S-grade) + 10%! ] 

… 

Liu Yan kept using Divine Extraction. The corpses of the elite monsters began to wither, turning into 

waves of experience points and power that entered Liu Yan’s body. 

Liu Yan saw the notifications appearing one after another. He felt the various attributes in his body 

continuously increasing, the power of the skills increasing, the appearance of new skills, and the 

continuous increase in his level. He was beaming with joy. 



However, Liu Yan also understood the importance of time. He had to hurry up and return to the fire 

attribute territory. Liu Yan also had to bring the Land of Origin team to kill the boss to obtain a generous 

reward. He could not waste time here and affect his business. 

Immediately after, Liu Yan did not look at it anymore and quickly began to extract the corpses. 

Under Liu Yan’s rapid extraction, it did not take long before the corpses of over a hundred elite monsters 

were all extracted. 

Liu Yan could feel the changes in his body. 

Although he had been increasing his strength rapidly, the rewards from the corpses of over 100 

powerful elite monsters were too great for Liu Yan. 

Liu Yan also opened his attributes panel and looked at it, counting all his rewards. 

[ Liu Yan ] 

Level: 41 (5000/41000) 

Class: Dark Ranger (second transition) 

HP: 5800/5800 

MP: 4200/4200 

Strength (attack): 18,902 

Vitality (defense): 20,092 

Agility (speed): 14,303 

Spirit (Mana): 12,293 

Adaptability (Magic Resistance): 10,293 

Luck (probability): 89 

Bow and arrow: Flying Cloud Mystic Bow (S-grade) 

Trap: None 

Familiar: Ice and Fire Two-headed Wolf, Purple Wind Falcon, Treasure Pangolin 

1 

Allocatable attribute points: 0 

1 

Talent: 

Divine Extraction (SSS, Tier 3) times: 356/410 (restores every hour) 

Extraordinary five senses (SS + grade) 



Superior Element Affinity (SS + grade) 

Skill: Omniscient Insight (S-grade) , Fog (B-grade) , Ultimate Aim (A-grade) , Poison Control (A-grade) , 

Traceless Silence (A-grade) , Poison Immunity (B-grade) , Animal Affinity (B-grade) , Flame Control (A-

grade) , Frost Control (A-grade) , Wind Control (C-grade) , Plunder (A-grade) , Split (A-grade) , Track (A-

grade) , Electrification (A-grade) , Sonic Speed (S-grade) , Shadow Cloak (A-grade), Backstab (B-grade) , 

Dragonification (S-grade) , Perfect Trickery (A-grade) , Fire Scythe Dance (S-grade) , Treasure Hunting (A-

grade) , Absolute Unrivaled (S-grade) , Pure Body (A-grade) , Domination (S-grade) , Power of the Earth 

(S-grade) , Soul Snatching (SS-grade) , Prison of Giant Trees (S-grade) , 

Items: Soft Blade Boxing Gloves (A-grade), Blade of the Night (S-grade), Flying Cloud Mystic Bow (S-

grade), Turin Assassination Set (A-grade), intermediate storage ring (B-grade), Gale Boots (SS-grade) 

Elemental laws: Gold Secret Art (SS-grade), Wood Secret Art (SS-grade) 

After looking at his attributes panel, Liu Yan was thrilled. The improvement this time could be said to be 

incomparably huge. 

He had a massive increase in various attributes and the massive improvement brought about by the 

rapid improvement in level. 

With the double increase, Liu Yan’s attributes had already reached an exaggerated level. 

In addition to the previous improvements, his attributes had almost doubled. His strength had doubled, 

and the improvement was huge. 

If others were to find out that Liu Yan’s strength had doubled on the fifth floor of the tower, who knew 

what they would think? 

Seeing the significant increase in his attribute, Liu Yan also noticed two points. 

The first one was the spirit attribute and the adaptability attribute. Compared to the other basic 

attributes, it seemed more difficult to increase these two attributes. 

From these elite monsters, he gained a lot of vitality, strength, and agility attributes. However, the spirit 

attributes and adaptability attributes were relatively less. 

After the battle with the Green Cloud Beast, which was a strange monster that was extremely good at 

spirit skills, Liu Yan realized the importance of spirit attributes and adaptability attributes. 

When Liu Yan was fighting with the Green Cloud Beast, he was lucky to have the godly skill, Soul 

Snatching. He increased his spirit energy. 

This time, when he was facing the Green Cloud Beast, Liu Yan’s spirit energy was stronger than it. That 

was why he could withstand the Green Cloud Beast’s spirit attack and successfully kill it. 

If his spirit energy were lower, he would not be a match for the Green Cloud Beast no matter how strong 

his stamina and attributes were. 

After being attacked by the Green Cloud Beast’s spirit attack, Liu Yan could have lost consciousness. 



After experiencing this, Liu Yan took a mental note. In the future, if there was an opportunity, he had to 

pay more attention to improving his spirit energy and adaptability. 

The second point that Liu Yan noticed he could allocate more attribute points. 

Previously, when Liu Yan was only a few levels away, he already had allocatable attribute points when 

he leveled up. However, compared to the number of attribute points that Liu Yan obtained through 

Divine Extraction, it was too little. Therefore, Liu Yan did not use it. 

Previously, he obtained lesser attribute points through level-up because his talent was weak. 

After a period at Lighthouse Academy, and with the help of Lighthouse Academy’s principal, Zhong 

Yuntian, Liu Yan built a perfect foundation and reconstructed his physical body. 

Now, the talent of this body had naturally undergone an earth-shattering change. 

Liu Yan’s talent had improved. His various attributes increase a little more every time he leveled up. He 

also obtained more allocatable attribute points every time he leveled up. 

It also resulted in Liu Yan currently having over 3,000 attribute points. 

Liu Yan used these 3,000 allocatable attribute points evenly on his two attributes, which were spirit 

energy and adaptability. 

In any case, the other attributes were relatively easy to increase. There would be plenty of opportunities 

to increase them in the future. 

The extracted attributes were fixed and could not be allocated by Liu Yan. 

When the 3,000 allocatable attribute points were used up, Liu Yan’s spirit energy and adaptability 

attribute suddenly increased a lot. The two attributes directly exceeded 10,000. 

Chapter 429: Stuck? 

 

Liu Yan finished distributing his attribute and looked at his skill pane. 

He used Divine Extraction on many powerful elite monster corpses. Apart from a substantial increase in 

level and attributes, his skill had also received a good upgrade. 

First, some skills merged and leveled up. 

The A-grade perception skill, Omniscient Insight, had been successfully fused and leveled up to S-grade. 

All of a sudden, it became much more powerful. 

When Omniscient Insight was still at A-grade, it had already helped Liu Yan many times. 

It was crucial in reconnaissance, combat, and other aspects. 

Previously, when Liu Yan was training on the fourth level of the tower, Omniscient Insight also helped 

Liu Yan a lot. 



Without Omniscient Insight, it was impossible for Liu Yan to smoothly get first place in the five altar 

trials and obtain five gemstones. In the end, he even became the captain of the current Land of Origin 

team. 

Omniscient Insight could be considered the most widely used skill among Liu Yan’s functional skills. It 

was the skill that was most helpful to Liu Yan. 

However, during this battle with the elite monsters, it was the first time that Liu Yan discovered that 

Omniscient Insight was affected. Its effect was reduced to almost nothing. 

Later, Liu Yan found out that it was because the spirit energy of the Green Cloud Beast was too high. It 

successfully interfered with Liu Yan’s Omniscient Insight. 

At that time, Liu Yan thought the grade of Omniscient Insight was still a little low. If its grade were 

higher, it would not be interfered with by the Green Cloud Beast. 

However, Liu Yan did not expect Omniscient Insight would level up so quickly. 

At this moment, Omniscient Insight was upgraded to S-grade. Its effects had naturally undergone earth-

shattering changes. 

Liu Yan immediately activated S-grade Omniscient Insight and carefully sensed it. 

Its perception range was improved from a 100-meter radius to the current 300-meter radius. The range 

had suddenly expanded by more than ten times. 

Apart from that, the clarity of his perception had also increased significantly. 

Liu Yan felt that if he encountered the same situation as before, he should not be affected anymore. 

However, he still had to test it to know the exact details. 

Overall, after Omniscient Insight had been upgraded to S-grade, it had already undergone a qualitative 

improvement. Liu Yan was satisfied. 

Moreover, Ultimate Aim, Poison Control, and Poison Immunity had been upgraded to A-grade. 

Liu Yan took out his S-grade weapon, Flying Cloud Mystic Bow, and felt it for a moment. Instantly, he 

had a rough understanding of it. 

After Ultimate Aim had been upgraded to A-grade, its effects also received a significant upgrade. 

Currently, Liu Yan could almost shoot within the range of Ultimate Aim, and his accuracy was 

impeccable. 

Even if it was a small dot a few kilometers away, Liu Yan felt he could easily hit it. 

The combination of the Ultimate Aim and the Extraordinary Five Senses gave Liu Yan’s terrifying range 

and accuracy. 

Even if the archers shot accurately, they could not see the target clearly from too far away. They could 

not aim it, so naturally, they could not hit it. 



As for Liu Yan, he naturally didn’t have such a worry because he had the terrifying sight came from his 

Extraordinary Five Senses. 

After the Ultimate Aim had been upgraded, Liu Yan’s ability to use Flying Cloud Mystic Bow to attack 

from afar received another huge boost. 

As for the effects of Poison Control and Poison Immunity, it wasn’t easy for Liu Yan to try them out. He 

could only try them out in actual combat. 

However, he could roughly guess that it was nothing more than the boost in the ability to poison and 

the ability to be immune to poison. 

Poison Immunity could increase one’s defense. On the other hand, Poison Control could combine the 

Blade of the Night and the Flying Cloud Mystic Bow with poison. It could also increase Liu Yan’s combat 

strength. 

The four skills had been upgraded after fusing. They had received a substantial boost. 

Although Liu Yan’s other skills had not been successfully upgraded, they still received an enormous 

upgrade after merging. 

The power of each skill had increased by quite a bit, especially those skills below S-grade. The power of 

the skills had increased, giving Liu Yan a tremendous upgrade. 

The power of the high-grade skills was already exceptionally terrifying. Hence, the improvement of 

these skills after the upgrade was relatively small. 

After taking stock of all the gains, Liu Yan was satisfied. 

The corpses of hundreds of elite monsters had brought Liu Yan an improvement beyond his 

expectations. It was even harder for others to imagine. 

This one day of improvement was something countless other awakened ones could not obtain in their 

lives. However, Liu Yan achieved it in one day. 

All of this was due to the powerful talent of SSS-grade talent, Divine Extraction. 

Finally, Liu Yan opened his storage ring and took out the SS-grade treasure, Legendary Gemstone, which 

he had just obtained from the platinum treasure chest. 

The current use of the Legendary Gemstone was to equip it to strengthen equipment. 

There seemed to be other uses that were more powerful, but Liu Yan was not sure. 

After all, it was an SS-grade treasure and was extremely rare. Liu Yan knew very little about the relevant 

knowledge. 

Liu Yan planned to use this Legendary Gemstone first to increase his strength. 

If there were better uses in the future, he could tear it down and use it for another purpose. 

However, before using this SS-grade treasure, Legendary Gemstone, Liu Yan planned to use Divine 

Extraction on it. 



In the past, when Liu Yan used Divine Extraction on equipment and treasures, it could raise their level 

and increase their power by a lot. After they were upgraded to S-grade, they could obtain a powerful 

God’s Effect. It was much more powerful than other S-grade equipment. 

However, Liu Yan had not used Divine Extraction on SS-grade treasure. It was his first to try it. 

Liu Yan directly used Divine Extraction. Milky white light fell on the Legendary Gemstone, in front of a 

few prompts immediately. 

[ Divine Extraction of the Legendary Gemstone (SS)… ] 

[ Divine Extraction of the Legendary Gemstone (SS)… ] 

[ Divine Extraction of Legendary Gemstone (SS) … ] 

… 

Liu Yan waited for a while, but it was still the same. He was speechless. 

Was he stuck? 

It was the first time Liu Yan had encountered such a situation, and he couldn’t understand it. 

Could it be that the Legendary Gemstone was an SS-grade treasure, and its level was too high, so he 

could not extract it? 

Liu Yan shook his head and did not try again. He would think about it after his divine extraction talent 

had advanced again. 

After all, the Legendary Gemstone was already an SS-grade treasure. Although Liu Yan could not extract 

it, it was already extremely powerful. It was already a rare treasure. 

Liu Yan did not notice that a small whirlpool had already appeared within the Legendary Gemstone. It 

was slowly rotating. In addition, the number of times Liu Yan used his Divine Extraction decreased by 

300. 

Chapter 430: Fist Aura Rampage 

 

Liu Yan tried again, but there was still no effect. 

Liu Yan could only give up helplessly. It might be due to the level of Divine Extraction was not high 

enough to upgrade an SS-grade treasure. 

It seemed it could only be used when Divine Extraction advanced to tier 4 or higher. 

Although he was slightly disappointed, Liu Yan had already expected it. 

Even if the Legendary Gemstone did not undergo the Divine Extraction to increase its level, it was still an 

SS-grade treasure. It was already powerful. 

Up until now, Liu Yan only had two pieces of SS-grade equipment. They were the Blue Flame Gloves and 

the Gale Boots. 



And SS-grade equipment was far from being comparable to SS-grade treasures. 

Generally speaking, treasures were much more precious and stronger than equipment of the same 

grade. 

Liu Yan did not know how to use Legendary Gemstone. He could only use it to strengthen his 

equipment. 

If he had better uses for it in the future, he could use it in other areas. 

Following that, Liu Yan took out his SS-grade weapon, Blue Flame Gloves, and planned to strengthen it. 

Liu Yan’s defense was fine, so there was naturally no need to strengthen his equipment. He could only 

utilize the Legendary Gemstone by strengthening his weapon and enhancing his attack power. 

The S-grade Blade of the Night and the S-grade Flying Cloud Mystic Bow were strong among the three 

pieces of equipment. They were S-grade weapons. However, they were still weaker than the SS-grade 

Blue Flame Gloves. 

It was better to use the Legendary Gemstone to strengthen Blue Flame Gloves. This way, Liu Yan could 

fully utilize the Legendary Gemstone. 

Liu Yan directly pressed the SS-grade Legendary Gemstone onto the ashen flame glove. 

The Legendary Gemstone seemed to be pressed onto a stream of fluid as it slowly fused into Blue Flame 

Gloves. 

The moment it fused, the entire Blue Flame Gloves emitted an extremely dazzling light. Liu Yan also felt 

a terrifying energy ripple from it. It was likely that the power of Legendary Gemstone was fusing into the 

Blue Flame Gloves. 

Not long after, the light gradually disappeared. The energy fluctuation also gradually stabilized before 

finally disappearing. 

Liu Yan looked at the Blue Flame Gloves in front of him again. It was not too different from before. 

From the looks of it, it seemed that the gloves were wrapped in a layer of transparent crystal. There was 

nothing else. 

However, Liu Yan could feel that the power of Legendary Gemstone had already fused into Blue Flame 

Gloves. 

At this moment, Blue Flame Gloves had received a huge increase in power. 

Out of curiosity, Liu Yan hurriedly checked the attributes panel of the new Blue Flame Gloves. 

[ Blue Flame Gloves ](strengthened) 

Grade: SS-grade 

Description: It comes with terrifying ashen fire damage. Any punch will have the power to destroy the 

world. It is rumored that Blue Flame Gloves have a mysterious hidden attribute. 



Effect: Attack + 27,000, fire damage increased by 80%. Fire resistance increased by 80%, Fist Aura 

Rampage (any attack can release a fist wave that leaves the body, reducing the damage as the distance 

increases) 

God’s Effect: Blue Fire Strike (store normal fire power, condense it into the ultimate blue fire, and burst 

out in battle!) 

After looking at the attributes panel of the new Blue Flame Gloves, Liu Yan was surprised. He did not 

expect the enhancement effect of Legendary Gemstone to be so much. 

Blue Flame Gloves were originally SS-grade weapons. It was already extremely powerful, and its 

attribute was already extremely high. 

But even so, the Legendary Gemstone’s enhancement effect was substantial. 

Liu Yan roughly looked at it, and all of his attributes were increased by 50%, obtaining an impressive 

enhancement. 

Other than that, there was also an additional effect, which was the Fist Aura Rampage. It was what 

made Liu Yan the most delighted. 

From the introduction, the gloves would produce fist waves and cause AOE damage. 

It was what Liu Yan lacked and needed at the moment. 

In this monster riot, they had to face many monsters. Liu Yan could easily take care of these monsters. 

However, Liu Yan could only take care of them one by one, which was relatively slow. 

Even if he used Consecutive Arrows, he could deal damage and kill the monsters quickly. However, it 

would only increase his speed and could not cause AOE damage. 

And this Fist Aura Rampage was making up for Liu Yan’s shortage. 

Liu Yan hurriedly put on Blue Flame Gloves and tried them out. 

He activated his A-grade skill, Flame Control. Then, Blue Flame Gloves were covered with a terrifying fire 

attribute. 

Flame Control was extracted from a large number of elite monsters. Although it was still an A class, its 

power had increased a lot. 

With the addition of Blue Flame Gloves, its power was even more terrifying. 

With an 80% increase in fire attribute power, the power of the current flame control had reached the 

effect of an S-grade skill. 

Following that, Liu Yan continued his experiment and punched the air. 

The sound of air being torn apart was heard as the punch hit the air. The terrifying power seemed to 

tear the air apart. 

However, a terrifying fist wave was emitted from Liu Yan’s Blue Flame Gloves. 



The fist wave contained a terrifying power and was covered with fire attribute energy. 

The fist wave and fire attribute energy mixed together, and the two powerful attacks spread out for 

dozens of meters, burning the elite monsters’ corpses. 

Liu Yan withdrew his fist and looked at the large area in front of him where the elite monsters’ corpses 

had been burned to ashes in an instant. He was overjoyed. 

The effect of this Fist Aura Rampage was even stronger than Liu Yan had imagined. 

After observing the range, the furthest attack range of the fist wave was 80 meters. 

It meant that any attack that Liu Yan put on the Blue Flame Gloves in the future could cover everything 

within the 80-meter fan-shaped range. 

The attack of this fist wave was related to Liu Yan’s attack ability. 

The attack strength would decrease as the attack range increased. 

Liu Yan had observed it just now. Even when it reached the maximum distance of eighty meters, it still 

had about fifty percent of its power, which was already pretty good. 

If it was closer, it would be eighty percent of Liu Yan’s attack power. 

Combined with Liu Yan’s already powerful attack power, this range attack power was already 

tremendous. 

In addition, this fist wave could not only contain the power of the fist itself, but it could also cover the 

power of the fire attribute element. Under the amplification, its attack power had a significant increase. 

With the fire attribute buff of Blue Flame Gloves, the fist wave would not lose its attack when it reached 

the furthest distance. Instead, it would become stronger. 

If Liu Yan’s memory was not wrong, Xu Han’s AOE skill could only have 40% of the attack power of his 

single target attack skill. It was already a strong AOE attack. 

And Liu Yan’s 80% guaranteed AOE attack, wasn’t it a godly skill? 

 


